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Abstract 

This thesis explores how economic performance, measured as real GDP-growth per capita, 

affects the vote share of parties which relies on radical ideological platforms. Using a fixed 

effect model with panel data, based on real electoral outcomes of 18 western European 

democracies, the result reveals an ambiguous reality. The overall conclusion implies that low 

growth rates benefit the electoral success of radical-right parties and holds for robustness 

checks. No solid evidence of the relationship is found on the radical-left side. 

The result further reveals that the individuals decision to vote radical is relative more affected 

by the ongoing business cycle trend between the elections rather than sudden changes close to 

the election day. The relationship also appears to be stronger among nations of southern 

Europe. 
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1. Introduction 

Recent parliament elections in European nations have demonstrated a great increase in the 

support of parties based on radical platforms. Radical-right parties have currently been stated 

as the quickest growing political group and its position is further advanced in election after 

election. Today, the parliaments of most European nations are represented by a radical-right 

party and there are no clear indications of a decline in their support. Thus, the recent 

European parliament election and nation specific polls indicate a continuous future growth of 

the radical rights. Meanwhile, there are several indications of an incoming left wave and an 

increased growth of the support for radical-left parties. The recent parliament election in 

Greece (2015) was a major success for the radical-left party SYRIZA, and recent polls are 

indicating a major increase in the vote share of the radical-left regarding the upcoming 

parliament election in Spain. Hence, the political landscape of several European nations may 

face a significant upcoming transformation, driven by the growth of parties who acts on the 

edges of the ideological left and right scale. 

 

At the same time, Europe is going through its most severe economic crises since the great 

depression in the 1930´s. Skyrocketing unemployment rates, low rates of GDP-growth and 

great budget deficits are matters that still cause headache among many of the European state 

leaders. The economic recovery is traveling in a sluggish beat and most forecasts indicate that 

old good times of high economic growth are far away in the horizon. Thus, the present of 

economic hard-times will probably not disappear in the nearest future. If low growth is a great 

driving factor behind the success of radical parties, Europe will most certain experience even 

higher electoral results of these parties. 

 

The presumed relationship is however investigated in a deficient manner. Real electoral data 

are deselected in favor of public opinion polls with few observations and a low response rate. 

Many of the radical parties are of trivial size and difficult to measure, which could have 

affected the statistical outcomes of the previous research due to relative great variance. This 

thesis therefore intends to further investigate the possible connection between economic 

performance and the growth of parties who relies on radical ideological platforms in Western 

Europe. By expanding the time period, I seek to explore if the relationship of poor economic 

performance and growth of radical parties holds in a more historical context since recent 

correlation very well could be no more than a coincidence.  
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The remaining part of the thesis is structured as follows: Section two contains of a 

background part with previous literature and definition of radicals as subsections. The 

theoretical framework is featured in section three followed by methodological approach and 

data in sections four and five respectively. The main result and a discussion of the same are 

located in section six. The thesis then ends with the conclusion in section seven. 
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2. Background  

2.1 Previous literature 

Not very surprisingly, the macro economic performance plays a major role as a determinant of 

electoral outcomes. Good times keep ruling parties in office, while hard times pushes them 

out. The relation is robust and there is a wide body of literature describing the connection in 

the macro level. Regardless of election or nation, parties in office are rewarded or punished 

through electoral support depending on the nation’s economic performance. Hence, economic 

performance is in general considered to be a great driving force behind electoral outcomes. 

 

Various researchers have developed different voting functions in order to explain and predict 

different electoral outcomes, and the variable of economic performance is solely the one 

which exhibits the highest degree of explanation. 

 

Abramowitz (1996) uses popularity, GDP-growth per capita and time in office to explain the 

outcome of post-world war II presidential elections. The result reveals that GDP-growth per 

capita is a strong predictor of American presidential election outcome. Hibbs (2000) Bread 

and Peace-model imply that the aggregated votes for Presidents in election after the Second 

World War was highly determined by weighted-average growth of real disposable personal 

income per capita and the cumulative numbers of American military personnel killed in action 

due to the U.S. involvement in the Korean and Vietnamese civil wars. Lewis-Beck and Tien 

(1996) exercises a similar approach in their model when using popularity, GNP-growth per 

capita, and peace to explain the outcomes of the very same elections. Nadeau (Nadeau et al., 

2009) uses popularity, as a function of economics and politics, to forecast the outcome of UK 

parliament elections in a two-step model. The same approach is also used to predict the 

outcome of the French presidential elections (Nadeau et al., 2010). The results indicate 

accurate predictions of both papers. Thus, the economic performance together with the level 

of appreciation for policy changes can alone highly determine electoral outcomes in these 

cases. 

 

There is also a relative comprehensive literature which examines the subject in a multi-nation 

level. The multi-national studies primary focus on either high- or low- income democracies. 

The main motive for the separation is to create the highest possible degree of homogeneity 

between the studied groups of nations in order to isolate the effect of the relevant variable. 
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Thus, the nation specific variations need to be reduced as much as possible in order to achieve 

a fair result.  

 

Paldam (1991) was the first to construct a multi-nation vote function when exploring the 

outcome of 17 high-income democracies, using data from 197 elections over the time period 

of 1948 to 1985. Paldams model uses the electoral percentage point change of parties in office 

from one election to the next as the dependent variable and inflation, growth and 

unemployment as independent variables of economic performance. The result from this study 

was either insignificant or explained very little. A study with similar design, but limited to 

five nations and 27 elections between 1967 and 1987, found that rising inflation and 

unemployment significantly reduced the vote share of the ruling coalitions (Lewis-Beck & 

Mitchell, 1990).  

 

The connection seems to be stronger in the case of low-income democracies. Even though this 

area has been subject to less economic voting research than the high-income nations, the body 

of literature do almost solely tell the same story. Pacek (1994) first explored the connection 

between macroeconomic performance and electoral outcomes in Eastern Europe. Analyzing 

district-level electoral data of Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria and Poland in elections held from 

1990 to 1992, Pacek found that rising unemployment significantly lowered the electoral 

outcomes for the incumbent administrations. Fidrmuc (2000) obtained similar results when 

examining pooled county-level data set of 1992 to 1998 elections from Czech Republic, 

Hungary, Poland and Slovakia. Fidrmuc found that changes in electoral outcomes of ruling 

coalitions were significantly influenced by changes in unemployment and wage growth.  

 

The overall conclusion implies that ruling parties are suffering greatly by economic 

misperformance. The reduced vote share of parties in office will naturally lead to increased 

vote shares for oppositionist’s parties since the total percentage change in vote share is a zero-

sum game. This side of the relation, the oppositional gain, has however not been under the 

same focus of research. It is fair to assume that the voter’s motives to change party will differ 

in its extent between the parties. I.e, an economic recession will increase the vote share of 

parties in opposition, but that the increased support will differ with respect to ideological 

positioning of the party. 
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There is however no solid consensus regarding the possible connection between economic 

performance and the support for radical parties. The research area is relatively young, which 

explains the thin body of literature of ambiguous conclusions. Existing papers do, with some 

exception, firmly focuses on other economic aspects rather than the direct impact of economic 

performance through GDP-growth.  

 

Swank and Betz (2002) finds proof for how a well-functioning welfare state depresses the 

vote share of radical right-parties. Saull (2013) argues that uneven capitalist development has 

been an important aspect to the evolution of the radical-right. Hence, a positive but uneven 

economic development will, according to Saull, lead to an increase support for radical-right 

parties. Knigge (1998) explores the impact of unemployment and inflation on radical-right 

voting in a time-series of six western European nations. The result surprisingly reveals that an 

increased unemployment decreases the electoral support of radical-right parties.  

 

There are however a very limited amount of papers with the primary focus on the relationship 

between the nation specific economic performance and its influence on the growth of radical 

parties. Up till today, there seem only to be one relative well cited article with the primary 

focus on the relation. 

 

Brückner and Grüner (2010) analyses the impact of economic growth on the support for 

parties with an extreme political platform, using semi-annual survey data from Eurobarometer 

(1970-2002) for 16 Western European nations. Real GDP-growth rate per capita is used as the 

independent variable of economic performance in a fixed effect model. The result implies that 

lower growth rates increase the support of radical-right parties. The influence is however very 

vague, indicating that radical-right parties are unlikely to gain majority even under presence 

of a deep recession. Regarding the radical-left, a similar tendency is founded but without any 

statistical significance.   
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2.2 Defining the radical parties 

The ideological divergence between the parties complicates the progress of defining the two 

radical party families since no solid and widely used classification exists. The general lack of 

consensus has created a situation where most researchers use their own definition in order to 

distinguish the group, often referred to as the radical-, extreme-, ultra-, or far- right/left.  

 

Most of the previous literature regarding the radical-left movements tends to limit their 

studied groups to a specific narrow ideological type of groups, often referred to as the 

extreme-left. These organizations are often characterized by their relatively trivial size and 

sectarian contexture. The electoral results are often very low and their political platforms are 

solely placed on the very edge of the left- and right-scale. 

 

Similar approaches are often used by researchers when studying the radical-right parties. Most 

papers distinguish a certain sub-group, referred to as right-wing populists, neo-fascists, anti-

immigration- or Eurosceptic- parties. The studied parties are, despite the terminological chaos 

and with some exceptions, remarkably similar. Thus, a significant part of the parties recur in 

paper after paper regardless of the definition. The main obstacle in defining and distinguish a 

certain group of parties is therefore to ensure that parties, ideological positioned in the grey 

zone between mainstream and radical, are included (excluded). These parties are often the 

ones who exhibit the strongest electoral results, giving them a great empirical importance. 

This thesis therefore makes use of two rather generous definitions in order to ensure the 

inclusion of grey-zone parties. The generous definition also helps to deal with the problem of 

ideological mobility since most political parties are under a constant evolvement over time.  

 

The definition of radicalism is firmly based on economic ideas. A party is considered radical 

if it seeks to implement wide economic reforms which differ radical compared to mainstream 

parties. Even though the motive may differ, the parties all share a relative sense of 

protectionism and euroscepticism regardless of their ideological position as left or right. The 

presence of great political power could lead to a relative decline in terms of trade and 

economic freedom, for the affected nation.  
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2.2.1 The Radical-Left 

The radical-left parties in Western Europe have, in general, been going through a dramatic 

period of change since the fall of the Berlin wall. Most radical-left parties of today are 

attempting to distance themselves from the Soviet heritage, proclaiming that they are part of a 

new movement. The separation exposes itself both in ideology as well as in a visual way, 

where symbols and names referring to communism have been removed. For example, the 

Swedish Left Party-Communists (Vänsterpartiet-Kommunisterna) became The Left Party 

(Vänsterpartiet) in order to redefine itself as a non-communist radical left party. Similar 

renaming’s has been done by parties in many other European countries such as Holland where 

Communist Party of the Netherlands (Communistische Partij Nederland) became Green-Left 

(GroenLinks). 

 

The ideological composition of the radical-left parties has also been under a major progress. 

Under the soviet era, most parties clustered inside a more or less similar ideological frame of 

which the politics were based upon. The ideological modernization of the post-soviet era has 

led to a movement with a great level of divergence between the parties. Thus, the ideological 

composition of the movement today is much more shattered compared to the Soviet era. Two 

major post-soviet reformative trends regarding the ideology have however been identified. 

First, most radical-left parties have abounded ideas of totalitarian regimes with respect to a 

softer framework, were the view of the citizens freedom is relatively more oriented on the 

individual level. Second, the general view of the economic system has also been under a 

major progress. Ideas of planned economy have been replaced by a more positive view for a 

relative high degree of mixed economy from most parties. This modernized view primary 

expresses itself in the support of small private companies, which presence is viewed in a more 

positive way. Even though the radical-left party family exhibit a great ideological divergence, 

it is clear that the family as a whole has moved to the right since the Soviet Union collapse 

(Marsh, 2012) (Fagerholm, 2010). 

 

The classification of radical-left parties in this thesis is based on Luke March definition, first 

introduced in 2008 as a part of his article Contemporary far left parties in Europe: from 

Marxism to the mainstream. March offers a fairly broad definition of the radical-left which 

includes most parties who define themselves as being to the left of social democracy. Even 

though the radical-left is threated as one single party family in this thesis, the reader should be 
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aware of the great divergence within the group. March further divides the radical-left into 

three different subgroups, which are here displayed in order to expose the ideological 

differences. 

 

1. Communists. The communist’s parties are defined as a broad group with a relatively 

strong ideological frame, based on any of the many variants of Marxism. This is by far 

the most radical of the four subgroups as well as the one which have modernized itself 

the least. They seek to accomplish wide reallocations of society resources and consider 

the working-class oppressed by the capitalistic system, of which they seek to replace 

by a more or less planned economy. They often make use of traditional communist 

symbols as the hammer and the sickle in their party logos. The modern communist 

parties are however split in their view of the Soviet Union. While some of the parties 

endeavor to distance themselves from it, others are relatively uncritical towards the 

Soviet heritage. Partito dei Comunisti Italiani in Italy and Kommounistikó Kómma 

Elládas in Greece are both leading examples of the communist subgroup.  

 

2. Democratic Socialist Parties attempts to place themselves in between of totalitarian 

communism and neo-liberal social democracy. The group has also been labeled the 

new left as a more general classification of the left-wing movement which emerges at 

the political scene in the 1960s and 1970s. Political themes of great importance are 

feminism, environmentalism, self-management and minority rights.  The political 

movement is characterized by a non-dogmatic and primary non-Marxism type of 

socialism which emphases themes of local participation and substantive democracy. 

Leading radical-left parties of the Nordic countries are all advocating this position and 

clearly embrace an eco-socialist standpoint in their critique towards capitalism.  

 

3. Populist Socialist Parties follows a similar ideological core as the democratic 

socialist parties. The ideological frame is however overlaid with a stronger anti-elite 

and anti-establishment appeal, greater ideological eclecticism and it emphasis on 

identity rather than class concerns. Regionalism and nationalism are in some cases 

important elements of their approach. The term populist is however rather 

controversial since it is often used against political opponents to imply the 

irresponsible behavior associated with unachievable promises. The definition of 

populist parties in this thesis do however refer to a political ideology that considers the 
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society to be separated in two homogeneous and antagonistic groups, and which 

argues that that politics should be an expression of the general will of the people. The 

populist socialist parties therefore tend to place themselves in the role as the ultimate 

antagonist in opposition against all other mainstream parties, with the self-image of 

being the only defender of the ordinary person’s interest. An essential part of their 

political frame is often based on a resistance towards an identified antagonist, rather 

than promoting solid politics of their own. As an example, the election slogan “Vote 

Against!” (Stem Tagen!) of the Dutch Socialistische Partij displays this approach.  

 

Even though there is a considerable range of ideological variation between the groups, the 

parties do share the general view of social democracy as being insufficient left-wing or even 

not being left-wing at all. The radical-left groups also share the resistance towards a 

considerable part of how the society is functioning and arranged today. The capitalistic 

system, globalization and general inequalities based on race, sex or socioeconomic 

background are all fields of which they seek to implement similar ideas in order to radical 

change the status quo.  

 

2.2.2 The Radical-Right 

The radical-right movement of today is also a very diverse phenomenon. It consists of 

political parties as well as extra-parliamentary movements with a very wide spread of 

ideological tendencies, mobilizing against different conceptions of the antagonist, while using 

different methods to achieve their goals. Violence as a political method is almost solely used 

by the extra-parliamentary groups, even though single members of radical-right parties have 

been convicted of political motivated violence. The claimed relationship between illegal, 

antidemocratic and violent manifestations of the radical-right parties are frequently used to 

throw shades at by their antagonist, often agitators of the radical-left movements. The 

relationship is however rather complex and varies greatly across radical-right parties of the 

European nations.  

In this thesis, Brückner and Grüner´s (2010) definition is serving as a frame for the radical-

right parties. Brückner and Grüner defines a political platform right-wing radical if it includes 

major differences in the distribution of resources compared to standard politics, hence the 

platforms often proposes to reallocate resources away from specific subgroups of society such 

as the rich or ethnic minorities. This definition is however a bit narrow, leading to the 

exclusion of some parties with great empirical importance. The definition is therefore 
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broadened in order to fully incorporate the radical-right parties which achieved great electoral 

success during the European Parliament elections in 2009 and 2014. All parties categorized as 

radical-right in this thesis shares an agenda of radical policy changes in terms allocations of 

society resources. 

 

As earlier mentioned, the radical-right parties incorporate a high level of ideological 

divergence. They also exhibit a remarkably shift in electoral support in comparison with each 

other, partially explained by their different level of radicalism. All parties defined as radical-

right in this thesis to however share different degrees of a number of common denominators. 

 

1. Nationalism. The radical-right parties openly define themselves or act in respect to a 

nationalistic agenda. Nationalism is however a very broad term and different parties 

defines nationalism in different ways. While the hardcore groups, often referred to as 

the extreme-right, focuses on the ethnic perspective, the softer groups have more or 

less abandoned ethnicity in order to establish nationalism based on the nation/regional 

specific culture. The nationalistic standpoint is, in general, based on some type of 

discernment for a nation or regional uniqueness. The unique properties are to be 

derived from ethnicity or culture and the political act is either to protect or to restore it 

from external influences.  Independently of the definition of nationalism, the vastly 

majority of radical-right parties in this thesis share a general sense of protectionism, 

highlighted by a common critique towards free trade, globalization and not being pro-

EU.  

 

2. Right-wing Parties. The radical-right parties families in this thesis are all positioned 

as right-wing in terms of distributive justice. Most parties seek to implement tax-cuts 

in order to redistribute monetary resources and to “liberate the individuals from the 

state”. The position to the right can also be derived from an anti-socialist/communist 

standpoint where several radical-right parties historically have sought to establish 

themselves as the ultimate antagonist to revolutionary movements. 

Another significant part of the radical-right party family claims to be positioned 

beyond the left and right scale, arguing that they represent a “third option” in order to 

unite left- and right-wing politics. This self-image has however been dismissed by 

plenty of researchers, positioning them in the very radical-right.  
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3. Immigration. Parties of the radical-right all share a general criticism against the 

present migration policy in their countries. The parties exhibit a great variety in their 

belief of the optimal migration policy. While the softer groups often seek to heavily 

reduce the migration inflow, more hardcore parties seeks to implement a total stop and 

in some cases even force repatriation of inhabitants with foreign background.  

The presents of individuals with foreign background within the nation borders are 

problematized through argumentations regarding clamed threat of the culture, ethnic 

composition or afflictions on the welfare system. The critiques against the migration 

policy are often linked to hostility and suspiciousness towards minorities such as 

Muslims, Jews or Roma people.   
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3. Theoretical framework 

This essay exerts the theoretical framework of Brückner and Grüner (2010), which is firmly 

based upon ideas from Benjamin Friedman (2006). Friedman argues that a stable democracy 

is relatively more dependent of economic growth itself rather than the level of economic 

standard. A period with low growth will therefore increase the individuals’ incentive to vote 

radical, regardless of the general level of economic standard. 

 

In Brückner and Grüner model we first consider a population of i = 1,...,n individuals which 

lives in time periods of t = 0,...,∞. In every period, the economy is controlled by either one of 

the two possible regimes, the mainstream (M) or the radical (E).  

 

3.1 The mainstream regime 

All individuals have a given income �̃�it, in regime M. The income grows at constant rate, 

given by: 

     

The individuals are risk averse and care about discounted utility, derived from net income yt. 

They seek to maximize the expected value of: 

 

 Where u
´ 
(yt) > 0 and u

´´ 
(yt) < 0   

 

In order to obtain closed form solutions, we assume that: 
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The discounted expected utility is then given by: 

 

 

 

Under the ruling of regime M, individuals will vote for one of the two regimes in each time 

period. The following section is an extreme case where this policy turns the system into a 

persistent political regime, characterized by high income uncertainty.  

 

3.2 The radical regime 

In the beginning of each period, a subset S of stigmatized individuals (s * n) are randomly 

selected by nature. Every individual knows whether she belongs to the stigmatized group S or 

not. All incomes, �̃�i, are collected by the state in regime E and redistributed evenly across all 

unstigmatized individuals.
1
 The net incomes in period t are therefore:  

 

 And the discounted expected utility of agents’ regime E is: 

 

 

3.3 Equilibrium 

The agents’ optimal choice now turns out to become a voting decision where he/she can 

support either regime M or E. Without any further generalizations, we consider the 

                                                           
1
 The individual’s risk of becoming stigmatized is assumed to be greater than the possible risk associated with 

variation in the income. 
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optimization problem of an agent in period 0. Unstigmatized agents in period 0 will prefer the 

continuation of the status quo to an extreme political regime if: 

 

 

The same condition applies to all further periods. All agents with an initial income �̃�i0  ≥ Y 

will support regime M in all periods while agents with �̃�i0 < Y will oppose it, independently of 

whether they are stigmatized in period t or not. Stigmatized agents with initial income y˜i0 support 

regime M if: 

 

In other cases they will support regime E.  

 

3.4 Theoretical turnout 

Brückner and Grüner theoretical model produces a number of useful results of which the 

following two are the ones of greatest interest for this thesis.  

1. A higher discount factor is increasing the support for the moderate regime since agents 

care relatively more about the future income risk. 

2. A higher growth rate increases the support for the moderate regime since it increases 

the possible variance of future income in an extreme political regime. 
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4. Methodological approach 

This section contains of a description of the methodological approach, arranged in different 

subsections. Two different regression models have been used, namely; fixed effect- and GLS 

random effect- model in order to investigate the possible connection between economic 

performance and the support of radical parties in Western Europe.
2
 Nation specific election 

results are used as the dependent variable and real GDP growth per capita is used as the 

independent variable. The regressions are further expanded to incorporate control for 

migration, labor market, participation of war, and social transfers. The radical parties are first 

treated as one unity with the time period of 1990 to 2014. The party group is further divided 

into three separate units. The radical-left party group is one unity with time period 1990 to 

2014. The radical-right party group is expanded into two units with respect to the ideological 

position, where the broader one includes right-wing populist- and national conservative- 

parties. The time period for these groups is 1980 – 2014.  

 

4.1 Model specification 

A fixed-effect model is used in order to investigate the presumed relation in a satisfying way. 

The fixed effect model will help to control for the large differences in aggregated electoral 

support of the studied party groups between the nations. The differences can primary be 

derived from disparity in culture, history and political climate. The fixed-effect model makes 

the regression control for unobserved heterogeneity as long as it is constant over time and 

correlated with the independent variables.  

 

The model also incorporates a linear- and quadratic- time trend. This is done in order to 

capture the impact of an overall positive trend in Europe, unexplained by any of the used 

variables over the investigated time periods. A time fixed effect would however be preferable 

in the normal case, but since the use of real electoral outcomes provides unbalanced data, due 

to the differences in election cycles, it will have a negative impact on the result. Hence, every 

entity in the dataset is not represented in every year.  

 

The model is specified as follows: 

 

Votesharen,t = a n + t + t2 + Growth n,t-1 + k1;n,t + k2;n,t  + …, + u n,t 

                                                           
2
 Results regarding the GLS-modell are presented in Appendix A as an alternative approach. 
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Were the dependent variable is the nation specific radical vote share at time t. a is a nation 

fixed-effect which captures nation -specific unobservable characteristics. t and t2 are time 

trend variables with t=1 at the time of the first election in the data set. Growth is the variable 

real GDP per capita for nation n at time t-1. u is the error term, clustered at the nation level in 

order to allow for arbitrary within- nation serial correlation. 

 

4.2 Independent Variables 

4.2.1 Economic performance 

Lagged real GDP growth per capita is used as a measurement of economic performance. This 

variable has been selected due to its qualified properties of being a sufficient instrument 

variable for the specific nations citizens economic alteration. Hence, real GDP growth per 

capita is used as an instrument for personal economic development over time in order to test 

the theory properly.  

 

Three different approaches regarding the lag of real GDP growth per capita are used in this 

thesis. We first make use of a simple one year lag in respect to the year of election. The one 

year lag approach does however only represent a small part of the economic performance. In 

general, the growth-rate exhibits a wide annual variation of all countries in the dataset. Hence, 

great negative rates are frequently followed up by high positive rates and only using a one 

year lagged value may distort the result. Two different techniques are therefore used as an 

attempt to capture a more correct description of the economic performance. First we use an 

ordinary calculation of the average growth within three years back from the year of election. 

The total sum of the growth-rates is divided by the number of observations in the time period, 

creating a straight average variable. This approach will reduce the impact of dramatic 

variation and increase the variables reliability. The straight average approach does however 

have a great weakness in our case since it treats all growth-rate observations as equals, 

regardless of when they are observed. Following the theoretical framework this thesis relies 

on, we can assume that the straight average approach do not reflect the individuals choice of 

radical economic voting completely. Stated differently, the individual decision to vote on a 

radical party is most certain more affected by the economic performance in the time closest to 

the Election Day. Hence, the level of dissatisfaction is declining at a decreasing rate. By 

weighting the observations with respect to time, we seek to further increase the variables 
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accuracy. The observations are therefore weighted with 0.5 for one year before the year of 

election, 0.3 two years before, and 0.2 for the observation three years before.  

 

This approach will yield three different results for the base-line regressions. I expect that the 

t-values will be lowest when applying the one year lag approach, considerable higher for the 

straight average and highest when using the weighted average. This expectation is based on 

the belief that the weighted average variable captures the putative influence of GDP-growth in 

the most accurate way, while the one year lag reflects the very same relation in an inferior 

way. Hence, the weighted average variable will, over all, have lower standard errors due to its 

presumed relative greater precision. 

 

4.2.2 Control variables 

The fixed effect model does only control for consistent differences which have emerged 

before the time period. Differences that are believed to influence the dependent variable 

during the time period must therefore be controlled for separately in order to obtain a more 

accurate result. Our regression model is therefore expanded in order to incorporate control for 

exogenous factors. All observations for these variables are from the year of election, hence no 

lags are applied. The same variables are included regardless of the concerned party family. 

The control variables are employment rate, participation of war, foreign born population, 

annual asylum seekers and social expenditures. 

 

Stock of immigrants - The nation specific stock of foreign born population, expressed in 

percent of total population, is used in order to capture the impact on vote shares related to 

ethnic diversity. The presence of individuals with foreign background is certainly one core 

projectile behind the increased vote shares of radical-right parties.  

There are also arguments regarding a possible impact on the radical-left parties. Political 

refugees from right-wing dictatorships are in general voting for leftist parties of natural 

causes. Another positive factor in terms of radical-left vote share could be traced to the 

relative weaker socioeconomic position held by foreign born population in general. Since 

individuals in the lower income brackets tend to vote on leftist parties in a greater extent than 

their more privileged counterparts, it is righteous to believe that a higher stock of immigrants 

could increase the radical-left vote share. 

However, more complex arguments of how ethnic heterogeneity could reduce the 

population’s solidarity and affinity among each other could also be held forward. If the sense 
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of togetherness in a society decreases as the level of ethnic diversity increases, one could 

assume that the vote share of radical-left parties suffers. Hence, this is clearly a fundamental 

stone the socialist ideology. The expected influence of foreign born on the radical-left vote 

share is over all very questionable. 

The use of the immigrant rate-variable is a bit problematic due to identification issues and 

heterogeneity in terms of ethnicity. First, our variable does only capture individuals that have 

immigrated to the host nation. Children of immigrants are therefore considered native in this 

stock variable since they are born in their parents new host nation. Second, the composition of 

immigrants is heavily variegated in every nation. Thus, the nations in our sample are 

populated by immigrants with different ethnicity. This is problematic since the presences of 

immigrants from other western nations are assumed to have little or no effect on the radical 

vote share compared to non-western immigrants. I do however over all assume that the 

variable is fair and accurate as a whole and therefore justified to use despite the issues 

mentioned above.  

 

Asylum seekers per 1000 of capita - This variable are closely related to the migration stock 

variable through hostility towards immigrants in general.
3
 I expect that a high inflow of 

asylum seekers will have a positive impact on radical-right parties. The asylum seeker 

variable does also capture general global concerns, related to war, conflict and so on. This 

could very well have a possible effect of both the radical party groups since it creates a 

general uncertainty in the society.   

 

Employment rate - Control for employment rate is added since it most likely affects the vote 

share of both our party families. The variable measures national employment rate of working 

age population. Lower employment rates will most certain decrease the public’s satisfaction 

of the governance, which in turn will increase the support for parties of interest in this thesis.  

 

Social expenditure as percent of aggregated GDP – The expected effect of this variable is 

uncertain for both radical groups. Social expenditure could be a decreasing factor behind 

income inequality, which is believed to influence the radical vote share positively. A high 

level of social expenditure is however common in the aftermath of a recession, which in the 

                                                           
3
 I first used annual immigration per capita in the regressions. Problems of correlation with the migration stock 

variable lead me to exclude that variable and replace it with asylum seekers per capita. 
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other turn is a situation where the radical vote share is expected to grow. The statistical 

outcome will therefore expel its effect. 

 

Participation of war - War tends to create great emotions and polarized societies which 

could later be a catalyst for radicalism. A war dummy is therefore included in order to capture 

the public opinion related to dissatisfaction (satisfaction) caused by participation of war. A 

nation is in this case said to participate in war if it has soldiers or military staff stationed in a 

war-torn nation. I assume that participation of war could have had a positive impact on 

radical-left parties due to its general close relation with anti-war organizations and 

movements. On the radical-right side we believe that it will not affect the vote share. 

 

4.3 Time-periods 

Depending of the studied group, this thesis exerts two different time periods. While radical-

right parties are studied from elections of 1980 to 2014, radical-left parties are studied from 

1990 to 2014. The latter time period is also used when the party groups are combined into 

one.  

 

The choice of real electoral out-comes as the dependent variable restricts the possible number 

of observations heavily. One could argue that a presumed ideological development of the 

studied radical-right parties could have had a significant impact in the electoral results. Thus, 

questions regarding how comparable electoral results between different time-periods really 

are could quickly arise in the mind of a critical reader. An important part of this thesis is 

therefore to balance the time-period in a way that optimizes the number of observations with 

respect to a possible exogenous time bias. A similar problem arises in the choice of time-

period regarding the radical-left parties. There is an enormous amount of literature describing 

the impact of the Soviet Union collapse in this party-group. A major change in both the 

individuals’ preferences as well as the ideological re-launch, made by a significant part of the 

concerned parties, complicates the justification of a wider time-range. The relative short time 

periods are therefore used in order to restrict problems of ideological mobility over time.  

 

4.3 Included nations 

This thesis explores the electoral results from Western European nations. Nations which have 

been stable democracies since at least the end of World War II are used as a base group. 
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These nations are; Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany
4
, Holland, Iceland, 

Ireland, Italy, Luxemburg, Norway, UK, Sweden, and Switzerland.  

The group of nations is further expanded in order to form a second group. The expanded 

group is the base group plus Western European nations with a post-WWII non democratic 

history, namely; Greece, Portugal, and Spain.  

 

The base group of nations has been selected due to its relative homogeneity in terms of 

democratic history and performance. All countries included exhibits a high level of 

democratic performance within the measurement period of where they are used. The high and 

stable degree of democratic performance among the countries in the sample is a valuable 

attribute of the dataset since it minimizes a possible variation caused by poor and varying 

democratic performance. Previous research has suggested that one of the many motives to 

vote for a radical party may be a general sense of dissatisfaction of the democratic 

performance. Since Greece, Portugal, and Spain all regained their democratic system in the 

mid 70´s, it is justified to believe that election results from the 80´s and early 90´s could have 

been affected by the citizen’s dissatisfaction of the democratic performance in some degree. 

Including observations from these nations will therefore have a presumed negative effect on 

the sample in terms of increasing heterogeneity. The size of this effect is however 

questionable, and since my sample suffers a relative shortage of observation I choose to 

include these countries in an extra group. This approach further justifies the exclusion of 

former communist states of Central and Eastern Europe. Even though an inclusion would 

increase the number of observation considerably, it would also have a negative impact in 

terms heterogeneity. Thus, most of these countries exhibit relative poor democratic 

performances. 

  

                                                           
4
 West Germany 1980-1990. 
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5. Data  

This thesis exerts real electoral turn-outs regarding the nation specific parliament election. 

The voting share concerns the nation specific legislative election result, measured only in the 

nation level. Hence, no subnational turn-out data are used. The results are solely taken from 

the first round in countries were elections are hold in more than one round and extra elections 

within the same year as the previous election are excluded. Real GDP growth per capita is 

used as a measurement of economic performance. Variables regarding immigration, labor 

market, social transfers, and the presence of war are also used. 

 

5.1 Dependent variable 

The voting data are gathered from two main sources, namely Global Elections Database 

(GED) and Norwegian Social Science Data Services (NSD). The NSD is one of the largest 

archives for electoral research data, consisting of information from all European countries and 

is widely used by researchers. They do however only provide data from 1990 and the dataset 

is poorly updated with recent elections. This thesis therefore makes use of the GED in order to 

gather observations pre 1990. The GED provides data of electoral outcomes in both national 

and subnational elections of most developed democracies around the world. The GED further 

claims to offer electoral turn-outs for all registered parties, regardless of their number of votes 

and the data are based on countries official election results and have been amassed from 

various government institutions. The dataset do however not cover all elections from the 80´s 

for all countries. Observations regarding elections not covered by NSD or GED are therefore 

brought together manually from the nation specific electoral authority. 

 

A threshold value of one percent was added in order to restrict the number of parties. Parties 

which have never reached one percent in any election are excluded, while results for parties 

which have reached one percent in at least one election are traced back to the beginning of the 

time-period. This approach led to the exclusion of many minor parties with an electoral result 

between 0.1 to 0.5 percent. Their combined result never reached over 0.8 percent, indicating 

that the exclusion have had none or minor influence on the result.  

The total support for classified parties is simply brought together in elections with more than 

one radical-right/left party. Hence, the aggregated results are measured as one observation in 

every election. 
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Elections without observed results regarding the studied parties are not included in the dataset 

due to the use of the threshold value. Thus, in reality there are none, or very few zero-results. 

An inclusion would therefore skew the dataset and have a negative impact on the accuracy of 

the result.  

 

A comparison between the two main sources has also been made. No wide and great errors 

regarding the figures were detected. Minor variations, probably directly derived from round-

off errors, do however seem to exist. These errors are very few and will most certain not 

affect the outcome in this thesis.  

 

5.2 Independent Variables 

Annual percentage GDP-growth (real) per capita based on constant local currency, where 

GDP per capita is gross domestic product divided by midyear population, is used as a 

measurement of economic performance. The data is solely collected from The World Bank 

database. 

A number of control variables are further included. These variables are figures regarding 

social transfers in percentage of GDP, civilian employment rate of working age population, 

inflow of immigrants in relation to population, and stock of immigrants in relation to total 

population. The core figures of these variables are all gathered from the OECD database.  
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6. Main Result 

This section displays the main results of this thesis. The result is presented in different 

sections with respect to the studied group. Every section contains two different subsections 

with respect to the included nations. Ordinary nations consist of Austria, Belgium, Denmark, 

Finland, France, Germany, Holland, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxemburg, Norway, UK, 

Sweden, and Switzerland. The extended group of nations is the ordinary nations plus Greece, 

Portugal and Spain. Results regarding the combined group of radicals are first presented in 

section 6.1. The group of radical parties is further separated to distinguish between left and 

right. Results regarding these regressions are presented in section 6.2. All figures are rounded 

off to two decimals and every subsection provides information regarding the number of 

observations and time periods. The control variables are employment rate, participation of 

war, foreign born population, annual asylum seekers and social expenditures. Results 

regarding the control variables are presented in appendix B.  

 

6.1 Combined Radicals 

The following subsections contain of results from regression with radical parties threated as 

one unit. Results regarding regressions with the ordinary nations are first presented in section 

6.1.1 followed by results from the extended group of nations in section 6.1.2. The time period 

is 1990 to 2015 for the combined group of radicals, 1990 to 2015 for the radical-left and 1980 

to 2015 for the radical-right. 

 

6.1.1 Ordinary nations 

 

 

Combined-Radical 

With core Right-radical 

Nations = 15 

Combined-Radical 

With broad Right-radical 

Nations = 15 

 

GDP lag 
Baseline 
N = 91 

Control added 
N = 76 

Baseline 
N = 91 

Control added 
N = 76 

T-1 0.07 0.02 -0.07 -0.17 

 (0.18) (0.29) (0.22) (0.35) 

Straight  
average 

-0.37* -0.42 -0.24 -0.49 

 (0.20) (0.54) (0.21) (0.47) 

Weighted  
average 

-0.31 -0.33 -0.24 -0.47 

 (0.22) (0.48) (0.24) (0.48) 

 Associated standard errors are expressed in the parenthesis. The stars are implying the  

 level of significance as: *** = 1%, ** = 5%, * = 10%. 
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6.1.2 Extended group of nations 

 

 

Combined-Radical 

With core Right-radical 

Nations = 18 

Combined-Radical 

With broad Right-radical 

Nations = 18 

 

GDP lag 
Baseline 
N = 102 

Control added 
N = 93 

Baseline 
N = 112 

Control added 
N = 93 

T-1 -0.53 -0.62 -0.61 -0.80* 

 (0.47) (0.47) (0.44) (0.46) 

Straight  
average 

-0.81 -0.97 -0.75 -1.14* 

 (0.47) (0.68) (0.47) (0.64) 

Weighted  
       average 

-0.85 -1.03 -0.83 -1.24* 

 (0.54) (0.69) (0.52) (0.68) 

Associated standard errors are expressed in the parenthesis. The stars are implying the  

 level of significance as: *** = 1%, ** = 5%, * = 10%. 

 

 

 

6.2 Separated radicals 

The following subsections contain of results from regression with radical parties threated as 

separate units. Results regarding regressions with the ordinary nations are first presented in 

section 6.2.1 followed by results from the extended group of nations in section 6.2.2. The time 

period is 1990 to 2015 for the combined group of radicals, 1990 to 2015 for the radical-left 

and 1980 to 2015 for the radical-right. The number of included nation’s decreases compared 

to regressions with the whole group of radical since some of the nation’s lacks parties which 

can be defined as radical-left/right.
5
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
5
 Island – No core radical-right party. Ireland – No core or broad radical-right party. UK – No radical-left party. 
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6.2.1 Ordinary nations 

 

 

Right-Radical 

Core definition 

Nations = 13 

Right-Radical 

Broad definition 

Nations = 14 

Left-Radical 

- 

Nations = 14 

 

 
GDP lag 

 
Baseline 
N = 107 

Control 
added 
N = 88 

 
Baseline 
N = 124 

Control 
added 

N = 100 

 
Baseline 
N = 86 

Control 
added 
N = 75 

T-1 -0.02 -0.12 -0.10 -0.27 -0.06 0.11 

 (0.2) (0.27) (0.23) (0.30) (0.11) (0.14) 

Straight  
average 

-0.64 -1.06* -0.27 -0.89* -0.13 0.23 

 (0.41) (0.51) (0.28) (0.44) (0.15) (0.40) 

Weighted  
average 

-0.48 -0.82* -0.29 -0.87* -0.12 0.27 

 (0.34) (0.44) (0.30) (0.42) (0.15) (0.33) 

Associated standard errors are expressed in the parenthesis. The stars are implying the  

 level of significance as: *** = 1%, ** = 5%, * = 10%. 

 

 
6.2.2 Extended nations 

 

 

Right-Radical 

Core definition 

Nations = 16 

Right-Radical 

Broad definition 

Nations = 17 

Left-Radical 

- 

Nations = 17 

 

 
GDP lag 

 
Baseline 
N = 114 

Control 
added 
N = 93 

 
Baseline 
N = 149 

Control 
added 

N = 117 

 
Baseline 
N = 107 

Control 
added 
N = 88 

T-1 -0.34 -0.36 -0.36* -0.53* -0.33 -0.24 

 (0.28) (0.28) (0.24) (0.26) (0.20) (0.24) 

Straight  
average 

-0.95** -1.25*** -0.55* -1.12*** -0.38* -0.07 

 (0.38) (0.42) (0.28) (0.36) (0.21) (0.26) 

Weighted  
average 

-0.81** -1.05** -0.59* -1.12*** -0.42* -0.15 

 (0.36) (0.38) (0.29) (0.34) (0.24) (0.45) 

Associated standard errors are expressed in the parenthesis. The stars are implying the  

 level of significance as: *** = 1%, ** = 5%, * = 10%. 
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6.3 Discussion  

The result of the regressions reveals a rather diffused picture of the connection between 

nation’s economic performance and the vote share of radical parties. There is a great variation 

in the result between the studied groups, both in terms the coefficient value and in the level of 

significant and the result is remarkably stronger when nations of former dictatorships are 

included.  

 

Regressions with the combined groups of radicals in the group of ordinary nations first reveal 

a very weak connection with only one significant result. The result is later improved when the 

group is extended to incorporate the nations of former dictatorships. The same pattern exhibits 

when the parties are further separated between left and right.   

 

The inclusion of Greece, Portugal and Spain entails a drastic improvement of the overall 

results. Even though a few of the results for the original group of nations are statistical 

significant, we still achieve a great improvement when the latter nations are included. This 

could indicate that the relationship between economic performance and radical voting is 

stronger in nations with a relative contemporary history of dictatorship. The overall picture is 

however more complex. Two different explanatory factors are presented below in order to 

bring clarity in the results.  

 

Political culture - Recent studies have suggested that there is a great difference in who to 

blame for economic down turns and that citizens of southern European nations are believed to 

address their dissatisfaction towards politicians the most while citizens of Scandinavian 

countries choose to address their dissatisfaction towards public institutions rather than at the 

political parties. This effect could therefore have helped to increase the statistical relation in 

our regressions.  

 

Asymmetry - It is also possible that the relation between economic performance and radical 

voting is asymmetric where lower growth rates increases the vote shares exponential. Hence, 

elections after the financial crisis in 2008 indicate a much stronger influence in the vote share 

compared to earlier years. By including Greece, Portugal and Spain, we obtain a dataset with 

more extreme observations since these nations were affected relatively harder than other 

nations in our data set. One could also speculate that events, such as great budget deficits, 

increased taxes and general budget cuts, have influenced the electoral development. The 
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resembling development in Italy during the same time period further justifies my beliefs of 

these explanatory factors. Thus, the presents of contemporary history of dictatorship do not 

necessarily have to increase the presumed causal effect of economic performance on radical 

voting since asymmetry and differences in political climate are believed to have a great 

influence. 

 

The results also reveal a great difference between the two party families of radical-right and -

left. While the vote share of radical-left is very little or even not affected by changes in GDP-

growth, the relation seems to be much stronger for the radical-right. On the left side there are 

only two significant results, both at the 10% level. These two are later turned into 

insignificance when the additional control is included. The only significant control variable in 

all regression regarding the radical-left is the one of social expenditures. This variable seems 

to be a very important determiner of radical-left vote shares and is even significant at the one 

percent level in one regression. Remarkably, the sign is positive were an increased level of 

social expenditures generates a positive impact on the radical-left vote share. It is possible that 

this could be explained by the fact that social expenditure, as percentage of GDP, increases in 

economic recessions. The question of causality is yet uncertain since this effect strongly 

correlates with other aspects. It is also possible that some extreme values from Greece have 

played a major role in the regressions regarding the radical-left. Even though some results are 

significant, they should be interpreted with caution and serve as a hint of a possible 

connection between the vote share of radical-left parties and economic performance.  

 

The relation seems to be much greater on the radical-right side since the results reveals a 

stronger connection. Surprisingly, there is no great difference in the result between the core 

group of radical-right definition and the broader one. The overall result implies that the 

radical-right vote shares are in general positive affected by an economic recession. A decrease 

of real GDP-growth per capita with 1 unit will on average increase their vote share by 

approximately 0.55 - 1.25 percentage points. 

 

As expected, we obtain the weakest result when applying the one year lag approach. This 

implies that the individual’s decision to go radical is relatively more affected by ongoing 

trends in the business cycle rather than sudden chocks. This conclusion is strengthened by the 

relative lower coefficient values when applying the straight- and weighted- average 
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approaches. The exclusively higher t-values, and associated significant levels, for the latter 

ones further imply a glaring image of this conclusion.  

Surprisingly, there is no clear distinction among the straight- and weighted- average variables 

in terms of the t-values. It was expected that the weighted-average variable would be most 

realistic and therefore provide a higher degree of significance compared to the straight-

average approach. One could have expected to obtain a difference in the results between the 

two and this may indicate that the weighted average variable could have been designed in a 

more accurate way.  

 

A final remark will be devoted to a review of the control variables. It should be said that the 

overall result is a bit shifting, indicating a degree of uncertainty regarding total accuracy of 

the variables. 

 

Employment rate – Employment rate variable is only significant (five percent) in regressions 

concerning the total radical party group, both in regressions with the ordinary- and extended- 

group of nations. The results reveal that an increased employment rate by one unit will 

increase the radical vote share by roughly 0.6 percentage points. It could be considered oddly 

that an increased employment rate would have a positive impact on the radical vote share. A 

possible explanation could be that unemployed individuals will feel relatively more 

stigmatized as the fraction of employed individuals in a society increases. The lack of 

significance for the variable in regressions concerning separated radical groups do however 

strongly indicate that there is something more underlying. The employment rates effect on the 

radical vote share in therefore still uncertain. 

 

Participation of war – The result reveals that participation of war have a negative impact on 

radical-right parties. The presence of war affects the radical right group by approximately -2.5 

percentage point on average. This result should however be interpreted with caution since 

every war has a unique incident angle. Hence, involvement in the United Nation led 

peacekeeping forces in former Yugoslavia are treated the same as military involvement in Iraq 

and Afghanistan. The variable is only significant at the 10 percent level and seems to have no 

impact on the radical-left. 

 

Social expenditures - As previously discussed, social expenditures seem to have a positive 

effect on the radical-left vote share. I explain this by the fact that social expenditure in general 
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increases during the presence of economic recessions. On the radical-right side it do not have 

any significant effect.  

 

Rate of population with foreign background – Remarkably, the immigrant rate variable do 

not exhibit a significant impact on the separated radical-right vote share. This conflicts 

previous research heavily but the lack of significance could probably be derived from 

weaknesses in the variable itself. As earlier mentioned, the variable captures all foreign born 

individuals, including other west Europeans which are assumed to have no influence on the 

vote share. Observations from nations as Luxemburg, with a high degree of western 

immigrants have most certainly affected the outcome of the variable. The inclusion of the 

variable was a bit of gambling due to lack of data. It would have been more preferable to use 

a variable that captured the extent of immigrants from Middle East and Africa. We do 

however get one significant result in a regression concerning the radical-left. The slope 

coefficient exhibits a negative value, indicating that ethnic diversity is having a negative 

impact on their vote share. The result is yet very weak but its presence indicates a possible 

relationship.  

 

Asylum seekers – A similar story could be told regarding the impact of asylum seekers. 

Looking at regressions regarding the radical party group as one entity, the result reveals a 

significant negative effect at the five percent level. The significance is however lost when the 

groups is separated. A plausible explanation for this lies in the research design used in this 

thesis. Thus, the time period regarding regressions of the radical-right starts at 1980 while 

regressions concerning the combined radicals start at 1990. The inflow of refugees in the 80´s 

was relative lower compared to more recent years and this could dilute the statistical effect.  
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7. Conclusion 

The main objective with this thesis was to investigate to what extent the nation specific 

economic performance influences the vote share of parties based upon a radical ideological 

platform. Knowledge of the presumed relationship is of great importance since forecasts 

indicates that the economic development of most western nations will remain on relatively 

low rates in the following years. Meanwhile, existing papers testify of a thin body of literature 

with a cumulative ambiguous conclusion.  

 

The empirical outcome of this thesis reveals a complicated image due to various results. 

Overall, we can prove a statistical significant relationship between economic performance and 

the vote share of radical-right parties. On the radical-left side, there are no durable proofs of 

the relation. Although the baseline regressions reveal two significant results, the overall result 

is too weak to claim the presence of a causal relationship. The result of this thesis thereby 

follows a similar pattern as previous research. 

 

The empirical result in this thesis also shows that it is unlikely that even a strong recession 

alone could change the political landscape of a western European nation. Even a major drop 

by five percent of real GDP-growth per capita would on average increase the vote share of a 

radical-right party in my sample by circa six percentage points. The evidence thereby suggests 

that the continuous increasing vote shares of the radical-right of today is firmly driven by 

other factors than relative low growth of personal economic standard.  

 

One could argue that the success of radical parties is firmly based on failures from the 

established mainstream parties. Hence, the theoretical argument this thesis relies on could be 

interpreted into other non-economic spectra’s as well. Increased quality of health care and 

education, decreased crime rates etc. are examples of other fields were the individuals may 

expect perpetual improvement over time. If the establishment fails to deliver its citizens their 

expected return we may face a continuing growth of the radical-right. The sudden dawn of the 

radicals could therefore be seen as a proof of a dynamic democracy. Thus, deliver the 

expected solutions or get out of office.  
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Appendix A 

This section contains of an alternative methodological approach whit the results from 

regressions concerning a random effect GLS model. Comparing past vote shares with latter 

ones, a strong and clear connection asserts itself where relative high vote shares are followed 

up by resembling ones in latter elections. Hence, success breeds success. The main motive of 

including another model into this thesis is therefore to make it possible to include past vote 

shares in the regression. A random GLS model is therefore used since the fixed effect model 

does not letting us control for past vote shares.  

 

As earlier mentioned, the radical vote shares differs greatly between the different countries 

studied in this paper. Much of this difference can be derived from nation specific 

characteristics and it need to be controlled for in order to obtain accurate estimates. Including 

past vote share as a variable in the regression will help to control for this and thereby yield a 

similar effect as the fixed effect model. 

 

The same variables are used as with the fixed effect model regressions. The baseline 

regressions incorporate a linear- and quadratic- time trend. This model is later expanded in 

order to control for labor market, foreign-born population, asylum seekers, social 

expenditures and participation of war. 
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Results 

Below are the results concerning the random effect model with past vote shares included as an 

independent variable. Results regarding the variable of economic performance are only 

presented due to both lack of space and time. Associated standard errors are expressed in the 

parenthesis. The stars are implying the level of significant as: *** = 1%, ** = 5%, * = 10%. 

 

Regressions with ordinary nations 

 

 
Combined-Radical 

With core Right-radical 
Nations = 15 

Combined-Radical 
With broad Right-radical 

Nations = 15 

 

GDP lag 
Baseline 
N = 91 

Control added 
N = 76 

Baseline 
N = 91 

Control added 
N = 76 

T-1 0.26 0.23 0.32 0.19 

 (0.21) (0.24) (0.15) (0.25) 

Straight  
average 

-0.22 -0.27 -0.20 -0.06 

 (0.23) (0.33) (0.18) (0.37) 

Weighted  
average 

-0.08 -0.12 -0.02 0.04 

 (0.23) (0.31) (0.19) (0.38) 

 

 

 

Extended group of nations 

 

 
Combined-Radical 

With core Right-radical 
Nations = 18 

Combined-Radical 
With broad Right-radical 

Nations = 18 

 

GDP lag 
Baseline 
N = 112 

Control added 
N = 93 

Baseline 
N = 112 

Control added 
N = 93 

T-1 -0.29 -0.39 -0.25 -0.42 

 (0.41) (0.44) (0.42) (0.44) 

Straight  
average 

-0.70 -0.86* -0.69* -0.78 

 (0.42) (0.52) (0.41) (0.55) 

Weighted  
average 

-0.66 -0.83 -0.63 -0.77 

 (0.46) (0.55) (0.47) (0.59) 
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Ordinary nations 

 

 
Right-Radical 

Core definition 
Nations = 13 

Right-Radical 
Broad definition 

Nations = 14 

Left-Radical 
- 

Nations = 14 

 

GDP lag 
Baseline 
N = 107 

Control 
added 
N = 88 

Baseline 
N = 124 

Control 
added 

N = 100 

Baseline 
N = 86 

Control 
added 
N = 75 

T-1 0.10 -0.07 0.17 -0.07 0.01 -0.01 

 (0.14) (0.19) (0.23) (0.20) (0.15) (0.20) 

Straight  
average 

-0.22 -0.49 0.02 -0.26 -0.14 -0.14 

 (0.33) (0.41) (0.37) (0.37) (0.09) (0.17) 

Weighted  
average 

-0.12 -0.39 0.07 -0.26 -0.11 -0.10 

 (0.24) (0.31) (0.33) (0.33) (0.08) (0.15) 

 

 

Extended nations 

 

 
Right-Radical 

Core definition 
Nations = 14 

Right-Radical 
Broad definition 

Nations = 17 

Left-Radical 
- 

Nations = 17 

 

GDP lag 
Baseline 
N = 114 

Control 
added 
N = 93 

Baseline 
N = 149 

Control 
added 

N = 117 

Baseline 
N = 107 

Control 
added 
N = X 

T-1 -0.15 -0.32 -0.08 -0.31 -0.26 -0.36 

 (0.23) (0.25) (0.24) (0.23) (0.21) (0.25) 

Straight  
average 

-0.52 -0.84** -0.21 -0.50 -0.42* -0.53* 

 (0.34) (0.41) (0.31) (0.34) (0.24) (0.30) 

Weighted  
average 

-0.44 -0.73** -0.21 -0.55* -0.43* -0.56* 

 (0.31) (0.35) (0.31) (0.32) (0.23) (0.30) 

 

Discussion 

The result from the random effect model follows the same pattern as results obtained by the 

fixed effect model over all. The beta coefficient of economic performance is however closer 

to zero with a relative higher standard errors, giving none or lower levels of significant. We 

can therefore assume that the inclusion of past vote share do not help to capture the effect by 

the nation specific characteristics to the very same extent as the fixed effect does. The fixed 
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effect model is therefore preferable in our case since it most certain creates more trustable 

estimates. Some of the random effect estimates do however yield significant results in 

regressions concerning the extended group of nations, both for the radical left and right. This 

further implies that the relation between economic performance and vote share of radical 

parties do exist. Hence, if we receive significant results with a model that constantly 

underestimate the beta coefficient, there should be an underlying correlation.  
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Appendix B 
 

Radical-Right Parties  

Nation English name Domestic name 

Austria -Freedom Party of Austria -Freiheitliche Partei Österreichs 

Belgium 

-Flemish Block 

-National Front 

-Flemish Interest 

-Vlaams Blok 

-Front national 

-Vlaams Belang 

Denmark 
-The Progress Party 

-Danish People's Party 

-Fremskridtspartiet 

-Dansk Folkeparti 

Finland 
-Christian League 

-True Finns  

-Soumen Kristillinen Liitto 

-Perussuomalaiset 

France 
-National Front 

-National Republican Movement 

-Front National 

-Mouvement National Républicain 

Germany 
-The Republicans 

-National Democratic Party of Germany 

-Die Republikaner 

-Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands 

Greece 
-Golden Dawn 

-Independent Greeks 

-Chrysí Avgí 

-Anexartitoi Ellines 

Great Britain 
-British National Party 

-United Kingdom Independence Part 

-British National Party 

-United Kingdom Independence Part 

Iceland NA NA 

Ireland   NA NA 

Italy 

-Italian Social Movement–National Right 

-Tricolour Flame 

-National Alliance 

-North League 

-Brothers of Italy 

-Movimento Sociale Italiano–Destra Nazionale 

-Fiamma Tricolore 

-Alleanza Nazionale 

-Lega nord 

-Fratelli d'Italia 

Luxembourg -National Movement -National Bewegong 

Netherland 

-Centre Party 

-Party for Freedom 

-Anti-Revolutionary Party 

-The Farmers' Party 

-Centre Democrats 

-Centrumpartij 

-Partij voor de Vrijheid 

-Anti-Revolutionaire Partij 

-Boerenpartij 

-Centrum Democraten 

Norway 
-Progress Party 

-Coastal Party 

-Fremskrittspartiet 

-Kystpartiet 

Portugal NA NA 

Spain NA NA 

Sweden -Swedish Democrats -Sverigedemokraterna 

Switzerland 

-Swiss Peoples party 

-Swiss Democrats 

-Freedom Party of Switzerland 

-Schweizerische Volkspartei 

-Schweizer Demokraten 

-Freiheits-Partei der Schweiz 
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Broaded party group of Radical-Right Parties  

Nation English name Domestic name 

Austria 
-Team Stronach for Austria 

-Alliance for the Future of Austria 

-Team Stronach für Österreich 

- Bündnis Zukunft Österreich 

Belgium 

-New Flemish Alliance 

-Libertarian, Direct, Democratic 

-People's Union 

-Nieuw-Vlaamse Alliantie 

-Libertair, Direct, Democratisch 

-Volksunie 

Denmark NA NA 

Finland -Finnish rural party -Suomen maaseudun puolue 

France -Movement for France - Mouvement pour la France 

Germany -Alternative for Germany -Alternative für Deutschland 

Greece NA NA 

Great Britain -Referendum Party -Referendum Party 

Iceland 
-Progressive party 

-Liberal Party 

-Framsóknarflokkurinn 

-Frjálslyndi flokkurinn 

Ireland   NA NA 

Italy -Five star movement -Movimento Cinque Stelle 

Luxembourg -Alternative Democratic Reform Party -Alternativ Demokratesch Reformpartei 

Netherland -Pim Fortuyn List -Lijst Pim Fortuyn 

Norway NA NA 

Portugal -Partido Popular -Partido Popular 

Spain 
-Canarian Coalition 

-Basque Nationalist Party 

-Coalición Canaria 

-Euzko Alderdi Jeltzalea 

Sweden -New Democracy -Ny demokrati 

Switzerland 
-League of the Ticinesi 

-Federal Democratic Union 

-Lega dei Ticinesi 

-Eidgenössisch-Demokratische Union 
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Radical-Left Parties  

Nation English name Domestic name 

Austria -Communist Party of Austria -Kommunistische Partei Österreichs 

Belgium -Workers' Party of Belgium -Partij van de Arbeid van België 

Denmark 

-Red–Green Alliance 

-Socialist People’s Party 

-Common course  

-Enhedslisten – De Rød-Grønne 

-Socialistisk Folkeparti 

-Fælles Kurs 

Finland -Left Alliance  -Vasemmistoliitto 

France 

-French Communist Party 

-Left Front  

-Revolutionary Communist League  

-Worker's Struggle 

-Parti communiste français 

-Front de gauche 

-Ligue Communiste Révolutionnaire 

-Lutte Ouvrière 

Germany 
-Party of Democratic Socialism 

-The Left 

-Partei des Demokratischen Sozialismus 

-Die Linke 

Greece 

-Coalition of the Left 

-Communist Party of Greece 

-Front of the Greek Anticapitalist Left 

-Synaspismós Rizospastikís Aristerás (SYRIZA) 

-Kommounistikó Kómma Elládas 

-Antikapitalistiki Aristeri Synergasia gia tin 

Anatropi 

Great Britain NA NA 

Iceland 

-People’s Alliance  

-Left–Green Movement 

-Rainbow 

-Alþýðubandalagið 

-Vinstrihreyfingin - grænt framboð 

-Regnboginn 

Ireland   

-Sinn Fein 

-Democratic Left 

-Socialist Party 

-People Before Profit Alliance 

-Sinn Fein 

-Democratic Left 

-Socialist Party 

-People Before Profit Alliance 

Italy 

-Party of Communist Refoundation  

-Party of Italian Communists  

-Left Ecology Freedom 

-Democratic Party of the Left 

-Italian Socialist Party  

-Partito della Rifondazione Comunista 

-Partito dei Comunisti Italiani 

-Sinistra Ecologia Libertà 

-Partito Democratico della Sinistra 

-Partito Socialista Italiano 

Luxembourg 
-Communist Party  

-The Left 

-Kommunistesch Partei Lëtzebuerg 

-Déi Lénk 

Netherland -Socialist Party -Socialistische Partij 

Norway 

-Socialist Left Party  

-Red Party 

-Red Electoral Alliance 

-Sosialistisk Venstreparti 

-Rødt 

-Rød Valgallianse 

Portugal 

-Communist Party  

-Left Bloc  

-Revolutionary Socialist Party 

-Portuguese Workers' Communist Party 

-Partido Comunista Português 

-Bloco de Esquerda 

-Partido Socialista Revolucionário 

-Partido Comunista dos Trabalhadores 

Portugueses/Movimento Reorganizativo do 

Partido do Proletariado 

Spain -United Left -Izquierda Unida 

Sweden -Left Party -Vänsterpartiet 

Switzerland 

 

-Labour Party of Switzerland  

-Solidarities 

-Partei der Arbeit der Schweiz 

-SolidaritéS 
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Appendix C 

The following section contains of a broader presentation of the results. The Figures are direct 

copies from the Stata output and are presented without any additional editing due to time 

constraints.  

 
Total radical group - Core definition - Ordinary nations - t-1 EP. 

 
 

Total radical group - Core definition - Ordinary nations - Straight average EP. 

 

 

 

                                                                              

         rho    .89513777   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e     4.562413

     sigma_u    13.329995

                                                                              

       _cons     15.60809   13.94873     1.12   0.283     -14.5263    45.74248

      AsFlow     -1.01958   .4884152    -2.09   0.057    -2.074737     .035577

     ImRatio    -.9633657   .7238663    -1.33   0.206    -2.527184    .6004523

   transfers     .2258796     .30842     0.73   0.477    -.4404214    .8921805

    wardummy    -1.347731   1.886595    -0.71   0.488    -5.423472     2.72801

     EmpRate    -.0212292    .146636    -0.14   0.887     -.338017    .2955585

      trend2     .0078927   .0154664     0.51   0.618    -.0255204    .0413057

       trend     .3356247    .366603     0.92   0.377    -.4563729    1.127622

          EP     .0157427   .2906288     0.05   0.958    -.6121226     .643608

                                                                              

       TCRVS        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 14 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.5239                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(8,13)            =     16.90

       overall = 0.0002                                        max =         7

       between = 0.0088                                        avg =       5.4

R-sq:  within  = 0.3744                         Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        14

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =        76

                                                                              

         rho    .89415994   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    4.5267331

     sigma_u    13.157321

                                                                              

       _cons     14.81286   14.75838     1.00   0.334    -17.07069    46.69641

      AsFlow    -.9732888   .4384413    -2.22   0.045    -1.920484   -.0260939

     ImRatio    -.9853604     .75582    -1.30   0.215     -2.61821    .6474894

   transfers     .0594402   .2627787     0.23   0.825    -.5082586     .627139

    wardummy    -1.397436   1.772665    -0.79   0.445    -5.227045    2.432173

     EmpRate      .052044   .2328198     0.22   0.827    -.4509326    .5550207

      trend2     .0017871   .0161907     0.11   0.914    -.0331908     .036765

       trend     .4629765   .3813359     1.21   0.246    -.3608496    1.286803

      EPsavg    -.4144615   .5399134    -0.77   0.456    -1.580873    .7519505

                                                                              

       TCRVS        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 14 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.4874                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(8,13)            =     20.06

       overall = 0.0001                                        max =         7

       between = 0.0118                                        avg =       5.4

R-sq:  within  = 0.3841                         Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        14

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =        76
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Total radical group - Core definition - Ordinary nations - Weighted average EP. 

 

 

 

Total radical group - Broad definition - Ordinary nations - t-1 EP. 

 

 

 

                                                                              

         rho      .894215   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    4.5398935

     sigma_u    13.199412

                                                                              

       _cons     16.73854   12.91108     1.30   0.217    -11.15416    44.63123

      AsFlow    -.9993165   .4478955    -2.23   0.044    -1.966936   -.0316972

     ImRatio    -.9835991   .7455907    -1.32   0.210     -2.59435    .6271516

   transfers     .0829449   .2729147     0.30   0.766    -.5066515    .6725412

    wardummy    -1.484716   1.774175    -0.84   0.418    -5.317589    2.348157

     EmpRate     .0162207   .1908865     0.08   0.934    -.3961645    .4286059

      trend2     .0033198   .0160793     0.21   0.840    -.0314173     .038057

       trend     .4367806   .3797169     1.15   0.271     -.383548    1.257109

      EPwavg    -.3321939   .4831696    -0.69   0.504    -1.376018    .7116305

                                                                              

       TCRVS        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 14 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.5015                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(8,13)            =     14.60

       overall = 0.0000                                        max =         7

       between = 0.0104                                        avg =       5.4

R-sq:  within  = 0.3806                         Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        14

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =        76

                                                                              

         rho    .91565746   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    4.3904558

     sigma_u    14.466144

                                                                              

       _cons    -29.06095   21.70538    -1.34   0.204    -75.95258    17.83067

      AsFlow    -.9960922   .4227539    -2.36   0.035    -1.909397   -.0827878

     ImRatio    -.9106126    .451558    -2.02   0.065    -1.886144    .0649193

   transfers     .5519207   .4370005     1.26   0.229    -.3921615    1.496003

    wardummy    -2.367493   1.351207    -1.75   0.103    -5.286598     .551613

     EmpRate       .54802   .2149264     2.55   0.024     .0836998     1.01234

      trend2     .0044016   .0139922     0.31   0.758    -.0258268    .0346299

       trend     .3991675   .3705931     1.08   0.301    -.4014503    1.199785

          EP    -.1732431   .3453292    -0.50   0.624    -.9192814    .5727952

                                                                              

       TBRVS        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 14 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.4487                        Prob > F           =    0.0005

                                                F(8,13)            =      8.20

       overall = 0.0075                                        max =         7

       between = 0.0459                                        avg =       5.4

R-sq:  within  = 0.5246                         Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        14

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =        76
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Total radical group - Broad definition - Ordinary nations - Straight average EP. 

 

 
 

Total radical group - Broad definition - Ordinary nations - Weighted average EP. 

 

 

  

                                                                              

         rho     .9175517   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    4.3514993

     sigma_u    14.516547

                                                                              

       _cons    -33.16914   19.08384    -1.74   0.106    -74.39727    8.058989

      AsFlow    -.9100081   .3996264    -2.28   0.040    -1.773348   -.0466677

     ImRatio    -.9241753   .5006629    -1.85   0.088    -2.005792    .1574413

   transfers     .4467513   .3505055     1.27   0.225    -.3104698    1.203972

    wardummy    -2.235032   1.254066    -1.78   0.098    -4.944277    .4742123

     EmpRate     .6448302   .2281529     2.83   0.014     .1519357    1.137725

      trend2    -.0007561   .0152914    -0.05   0.961    -.0337912    .0322789

       trend     .4956494   .3770339     1.31   0.211    -.3188829    1.310182

      EPsavg     -.486951   .4682141    -1.04   0.317    -1.498466    .5245641

                                                                              

       TBRVS        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 14 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.4409                        Prob > F           =    0.0001

                                                F(8,13)            =     12.84

       overall = 0.0129                                        max =         7

       between = 0.0388                                        avg =       5.4

R-sq:  within  = 0.5330                         Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        14

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =        76

                                                                              

         rho    .91673319   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    4.3557156

     sigma_u    14.452568

                                                                              

       _cons    -30.69785   18.92392    -1.62   0.129    -71.58048    10.18479

      AsFlow    -.9350989   .4032523    -2.32   0.037    -1.806272   -.0639254

     ImRatio     -.926721   .4836211    -1.92   0.078    -1.971521     .118079

   transfers     .4418355   .3868126     1.14   0.274    -.3938222    1.277493

    wardummy    -2.366701   1.215517    -1.95   0.073    -4.992666    .2592644

     EmpRate     .6119429   .2091577     2.93   0.012     .1600851    1.063801

      trend2    -.0000133   .0151639    -0.00   0.999    -.0327729    .0327462

       trend     .4881077   .3803043     1.28   0.222    -.3334898    1.309705

      EPwavg    -.4700411    .469231    -1.00   0.335    -1.483753    .5436707

                                                                              

       TBRVS        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 14 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.4380                        Prob > F           =    0.0001

                                                F(8,13)            =     11.83

       overall = 0.0120                                        max =         7

       between = 0.0402                                        avg =       5.4

R-sq:  within  = 0.5321                         Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        14

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =        76
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Total radical group - Broad definition - Extended nations - t-1 EP 

 

. 

 

 

Total radical group - Broad definition - Extended nations - Straight average EP. 

 

 

                                                                              

         rho    .89981723   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    3.9225811

     sigma_u     11.75581

                                                                              

       _cons     17.99768   11.77594     1.53   0.146    -6.966186    42.96155

      AsFlow     .1657497   .5552965     0.30   0.769    -1.011426    1.342926

     ImRatio    -.9901901   .4048632    -2.45   0.026    -1.848462   -.1319184

   transfers     .0491152   .2570314     0.19   0.851    -.4957671    .5939975

    wardummy    -1.857867   1.497199    -1.24   0.233    -5.031788    1.316054

     EmpRate    -.0413588   .1337261    -0.31   0.761    -.3248454    .2421278

      trend2     .0156433   .0157165     1.00   0.334    -.0176742    .0489607

       trend     .1986287   .3204287     0.62   0.544    -.4806497    .8779072

          EP    -.2859655   .1972083    -1.45   0.166    -.7040284    .1320973

                                                                              

       LVSTC        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 17 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.4687                        Prob > F           =    0.0004

                                                F(8,16)            =      7.43

       overall = 0.0000                                        max =         7

       between = 0.0190                                        avg =       5.5

R-sq:  within  = 0.4183                         Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        17

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =        93

                                                                              

         rho    .89786086   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    3.9643154

     sigma_u    11.753755

                                                                              

       _cons     16.27046   11.89658     1.37   0.190    -8.949161    41.49008

      AsFlow      .203813   .6133847     0.33   0.744    -1.096504     1.50413

     ImRatio    -.9954217   .4191963    -2.37   0.030    -1.884078   -.1067652

   transfers     .1187044   .2736839     0.43   0.670    -.4614795    .6988883

    wardummy    -1.636745   1.457478    -1.12   0.278    -4.726461     1.45297

     EmpRate    -.0404763   .1444898    -0.28   0.783    -.3467809    .2658284

      trend2     .0185406   .0161335     1.15   0.267    -.0156608    .0527421

       trend     .1244932   .3283247     0.38   0.710    -.5715241    .8205106

      EPsavg    -.1102127   .2853788    -0.39   0.704    -.7151888    .4947634

                                                                              

       LVSTC        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 17 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.4690                        Prob > F           =    0.0001

                                                F(8,16)            =      8.65

       overall = 0.0001                                        max =         7

       between = 0.0149                                        avg =       5.5

R-sq:  within  = 0.4058                         Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        17

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =        93
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Total radical group – Broad definition Extended nations - Weighted average EP. 

 

 

 

Radical-Right – Ordinary nations –Core definition - t-1 EP. 

 

  

                                                                              

         rho    .89781129   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e     3.952919

     sigma_u    11.716799

                                                                              

       _cons     16.09676   11.82743     1.36   0.192    -8.976273    41.16979

      AsFlow     .2140555   .6023594     0.36   0.727    -1.062889       1.491

     ImRatio    -1.003359   .4114472    -2.44   0.027    -1.875588     -.13113

   transfers     .0736827   .2696528     0.27   0.788    -.4979558    .6453212

    wardummy    -1.719011   1.483518    -1.16   0.264    -4.863929    1.425907

     EmpRate    -.0210381   .1405465    -0.15   0.883    -.3189835    .2769072

      trend2     .0166812   .0164442     1.01   0.325     -.018179    .0515414

       trend     .1663134   .3372752     0.49   0.629     -.548678    .8813049

      EPwavg    -.2327477   .3057546    -0.76   0.458    -.8809186    .4154232

                                                                              

       LVSTC        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 17 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.4589                        Prob > F           =    0.0003

                                                F(8,16)            =      7.48

       overall = 0.0003                                        max =         7

       between = 0.0164                                        avg =       5.5

R-sq:  within  = 0.4092                         Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        17

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =        93

                                                                              

         rho     .8109227   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    4.2610007

     sigma_u    8.8243278

                                                                              

       _cons    -2.529256   20.66294    -0.12   0.905    -47.54993    42.49142

   Transfers     .2941256   .6456337     0.46   0.657    -1.112589    1.700841

    wardummy    -1.774423   1.623676    -1.09   0.296    -5.312109    1.763264

     EmpRate    -.0048312   .1764788    -0.03   0.979    -.3893454    .3796831

      AsFlow    -.1402171   .4335085    -0.32   0.752    -1.084751    .8043168

     ImRatio    -.4247295   .7640807    -0.56   0.589    -2.089518    1.240059

      trend2    -.0057319   .0103677    -0.55   0.591    -.0283212    .0168574

       trend     .6179339   .4361748     1.42   0.182    -.3324094    1.568277

          EP     -.123303   .2735021    -0.45   0.660    -.7192129    .4726069

                                                                              

        VSRR        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 13 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.4975                        Prob > F           =    0.0005

                                                F(8,12)            =      9.10

       overall = 0.0000                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0013                                        avg =       6.8

R-sq:  within  = 0.3678                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        13

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =        88
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Radical-Right – Ordinary nations –Core definition – straight average EP. 

 

 

 

Radical-Right – Ordinary nations –Core definition – weighted average EP. 

 

 

                                                                              

         rho    .77907248   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    4.0592688

     sigma_u    7.6227527

                                                                              

       _cons     4.264293   15.89825     0.27   0.793    -30.37501    38.90359

   Transfers    -.0806885   .5128393    -0.16   0.878    -1.198069    1.036692

    wardummy    -2.267494   1.379749    -1.64   0.126    -5.273709    .7387204

     EmpRate     .0183492   .1572007     0.12   0.909    -.3241618    .3608602

      AsFlow    -.0999423    .377209    -0.26   0.796      -.92181    .7219254

     ImRatio    -.3580259   .5882721    -0.61   0.554    -1.639761    .9237088

      trend2    -.0120158   .0090063    -1.33   0.207    -.0316387    .0076072

       trend     .8575032   .3831193     2.24   0.045     .0227578    1.692249

      EPsavg     -1.05478   .5131069    -2.06   0.062    -2.172744    .0631837

                                                                              

        VSRR        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 13 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2353                        Prob > F           =    0.0001

                                                F(8,12)            =     13.81

       overall = 0.0550                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0141                                        avg =       6.8

R-sq:  within  = 0.4262                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        13

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =        88

                                                                              

         rho    .77738877   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    4.1285271

     sigma_u    7.7150853

                                                                              

       _cons     3.343959   17.85206     0.19   0.855    -35.55234    42.24025

   Transfers    -.0011827   .5645062    -0.00   0.998    -1.231136    1.228771

    wardummy    -2.250999   1.497978    -1.50   0.159    -5.514812    1.012814

     EmpRate     .0031727   .1654588     0.02   0.985    -.3573311    .3636766

      AsFlow    -.1359941   .4035746    -0.34   0.742    -1.015308    .7433195

     ImRatio     -.333172   .6383149    -0.52   0.611    -1.723941    1.057597

      trend2    -.0103992   .0096206    -1.08   0.301    -.0313606    .0105622

       trend     .7947323   .4103209     1.94   0.077    -.0992801    1.688745

      EPwavg    -.8176822   .4358725    -1.88   0.085    -1.767367    .1320024

                                                                              

        VSRR        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 13 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2769                        Prob > F           =    0.0003

                                                F(8,12)            =      9.77

       overall = 0.0336                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0047                                        avg =       6.8

R-sq:  within  = 0.4065                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        13

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =        88
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Radical-Right – Ordinary nations –broad definition – t-1 EP. 

 

 
 

Radical-Right – Ordinary nations –broad definition – straight average EP. 

 

 

                                                                              

         rho    .85707971   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    4.6439007

     sigma_u    11.372255

                                                                              

       _cons    -5.386699   19.41912    -0.28   0.786    -47.33915    36.56575

   Transfers     .0418284   .4038326     0.10   0.919    -.8305989    .9142557

    Wardummy    -2.307613   1.651108    -1.40   0.186    -5.874616    1.259389

     EmpRate     .2160569   .2106599     1.03   0.324    -.2390462      .67116

      AsFlow    -.0624838   .3753389    -0.17   0.870    -.8733543    .7483867

     ImRatio    -.8938605   .6925492    -1.29   0.219    -2.390022    .6023011

      trend2     .0010938   .0110939     0.10   0.923     -.022873    .0250606

       trend     .4355357   .4925516     0.88   0.393    -.6285573    1.499629

          EP    -.2672348   .2965492    -0.90   0.384    -.9078903    .3734207

                                                                              

        VSRR        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 14 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.6281                        Prob > F           =    0.0130

                                                F(8,13)            =      4.03

       overall = 0.0003                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0131                                        avg =       7.1

R-sq:  within  = 0.3901                         Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        14

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =       100

                                                                              

         rho    .84610133   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    4.5382516

     sigma_u    10.640997

                                                                              

       _cons    -3.309582   16.77374    -0.20   0.847    -39.54705    32.92788

   Transfers    -.1873554    .333742    -0.56   0.584    -.9083612    .5336504

    Wardummy    -2.446382   1.342055    -1.82   0.091    -5.345715    .4529511

     EmpRate     .2614004   .2068021     1.26   0.228    -.1853684    .7081691

      AsFlow    -.0839329   .3167212    -0.27   0.795    -.7681675    .6003016

     ImRatio     -.852494    .642963    -1.33   0.208    -2.241531    .5365432

      trend2    -.0035485   .0094332    -0.38   0.713    -.0239277    .0168307

       trend     .5970145   .4102066     1.46   0.169     -.289183    1.483212

      EPsavg    -.8935681   .4419563    -2.02   0.064    -1.848357    .0612204

                                                                              

        VSRR        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 14 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.5626                        Prob > F           =    0.0068

                                                F(8,13)            =      4.72

       overall = 0.0094                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0026                                        avg =       7.1

R-sq:  within  = 0.4176                         Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        14

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =       100
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Radical-Right – Ordinary nations –broad definition – weighted average EP. 

 

 

Radical-Right – Extended nations –core definition – t-1EP. 

 

 

                                                                              

         rho    .84506662   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    4.5402681

     sigma_u    10.603628

                                                                              

       _cons    -1.765179   17.81217    -0.10   0.923    -40.24603    36.71567

   Transfers    -.1871714   .3622069    -0.52   0.614    -.9696719    .5953291

    Wardummy    -2.640755   1.384873    -1.91   0.079    -5.632591    .3510807

     EmpRate     .2365447   .2043144     1.16   0.268    -.2048498    .6779391

      AsFlow     -.056537   .3537817    -0.16   0.875    -.8208358    .7077619

     ImRatio    -.8388011   .6453184    -1.30   0.216    -2.232927    .5553245

      trend2    -.0031587   .0097301    -0.32   0.751    -.0241793     .017862

       trend     .5910018    .428299     1.38   0.191     -.334282    1.516286

      EPwavg    -.8654366   .4231321    -2.05   0.062    -1.779558    .0486846

                                                                              

        VSRR        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 14 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.5582                        Prob > F           =    0.0083

                                                F(8,13)            =      4.50

       overall = 0.0094                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0028                                        avg =       7.1

R-sq:  within  = 0.4171                         Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        14

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =       100

                                                                              

         rho    .80448363   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    4.3408776

     sigma_u    8.8053086

                                                                              

       _cons    -1.014367   19.40395    -0.05   0.959    -42.93405    40.90531

     EmpRate    -.0517159   .1738475    -0.30   0.771    -.4272907    .3238588

   transfers     .3757268   .6079539     0.62   0.547    -.9376778    1.689131

    wardummy     -1.95364   1.556241    -1.26   0.231    -5.315694    1.408414

      AsFlow    -.0619662   .4488268    -0.14   0.892    -1.031598    .9076651

     ImRatio     -.385071   .7532043    -0.51   0.618     -2.01227    1.242128

      trend2    -.0036265   .0098228    -0.37   0.718    -.0248474    .0175943

       trend     .5426528   .4082696     1.33   0.207    -.3393601    1.424666

          EP    -.3565277   .2796799    -1.27   0.225    -.9607393    .2476839

                                                                              

        VSRR        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 14 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.5190                        Prob > F           =    0.0005

                                                F(8,13)            =      8.24

       overall = 0.0000                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0048                                        avg =       6.6

R-sq:  within  = 0.3885                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        14

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =        93
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Radical-Right – Extended nations –core definition – Straight average EP. 

 

 
 

Radical-Right – Extended nations –core definition – weighted average EP. 

 

  

                                                                              

         rho    .76392338   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    4.0538912

     sigma_u    7.2924005

                                                                              

       _cons     2.543395   13.91377     0.18   0.858    -27.51548    32.60226

     EmpRate     .0210338   .1422537     0.15   0.885    -.2862867    .3283543

   transfers    -.0100556   .4576799    -0.02   0.983    -.9988129    .9787017

    wardummy    -2.222637   1.313225    -1.69   0.114    -5.059686    .6144127

      AsFlow    -.0045928   .3725694    -0.01   0.990      -.80948    .8002945

     ImRatio    -.2930406   .5471034    -0.54   0.601    -1.474986    .8889043

      trend2    -.0105918   .0083683    -1.27   0.228    -.0286705    .0074868

       trend     .7858606   .3541314     2.22   0.045     .0208063    1.550915

      EPsavg    -1.252519   .4180798    -3.00   0.010    -2.155726   -.3493127

                                                                              

        VSRR        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 14 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2016                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(8,13)            =     20.51

       overall = 0.0825                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0119                                        avg =       6.6

R-sq:  within  = 0.4667                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        14

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =        93

                                                                              

         rho    .76279167   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    4.1294795

     sigma_u    7.4051407

                                                                              

       _cons     2.874034   15.64469     0.18   0.857    -30.92427    36.67234

     EmpRate    -.0049341   .1496335    -0.03   0.974    -.3281976    .3183294

   transfers     .0446036   .5077257     0.09   0.931    -1.052271    1.141478

    wardummy    -2.257958   1.415258    -1.60   0.135    -5.315437    .7995221

      AsFlow    -.0480179   .4037184    -0.12   0.907    -.9201984    .8241626

     ImRatio    -.2694787   .6058615    -0.44   0.664    -1.578363    1.039406

      trend2    -.0091507   .0089536    -1.02   0.325    -.0284937    .0101923

       trend     .7351067    .378822     1.94   0.074    -.0832885    1.553502

      EPwavg    -1.045437   .3757351    -2.78   0.016    -1.857164   -.2337107

                                                                              

        VSRR        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 14 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2460                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(8,13)            =     13.12

       overall = 0.0558                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0027                                        avg =       6.6

R-sq:  within  = 0.4466                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        14

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =        93
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Radical-Right – Extended nations –Broad definition – t-1 EP. 

 

 
 

Radical-Right – Extended nations –Broad definition – Straight average EP. 

 

 

                                                                              

         rho    .82999821   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    4.4834575

     sigma_u    9.9066061

                                                                              

       _cons     .2415984   14.10693     0.02   0.987    -29.66375    30.14695

   transfers    -.0604106   .2399636    -0.25   0.804    -.5691106    .4482894

    wardummy    -2.298834    1.49045    -1.54   0.143    -5.458447    .8607797

     EmpRate     .1429065   .1804429     0.79   0.440    -.2396154    .5254283

      AsFlow    -.0058318   .4046829    -0.01   0.989    -.8637211    .8520576

     IMratio    -.7290139   .5115633    -1.43   0.173     -1.81348    .3554518

      trend2     .0015217   .0096583     0.16   0.877     -.018953    .0219964

       trend      .419566   .4366979     0.96   0.351    -.5061921    1.345324

          EP    -.5288156   .2642447    -2.00   0.063    -1.088989    .0313581

                                                                              

        VSRR        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 17 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.5341                        Prob > F           =    0.0090

                                                F(8,16)            =      3.99

       overall = 0.0052                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0134                                        avg =       6.9

R-sq:  within  = 0.3976                         Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        17

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =       117

                                                                              

         rho    .83070015   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    4.3424886

     sigma_u    9.6190581

                                                                              

       _cons    -3.471571   12.27692    -0.28   0.781    -29.49747    22.55433

   transfers    -.2000821   .1518562    -1.32   0.206    -.5220029    .1218386

    wardummy    -2.284462   1.229297    -1.86   0.082    -4.890456    .3215316

     EmpRate     .2519703   .1905238     1.32   0.205    -.1519222    .6558627

      AsFlow    -.0310753   .3122362    -0.10   0.922    -.6929864    .6308358

     IMratio    -.7654974   .4858957    -1.58   0.135     -1.79555    .2645554

      trend2    -.0031786   .0079604    -0.40   0.695     -.020054    .0136968

       trend     .5677142   .3589897     1.58   0.133      -.19331    1.328738

      EPsavg    -1.114508    .356887    -3.12   0.007    -1.871075   -.3579415

                                                                              

        VSRR        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 17 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.5017                        Prob > F           =    0.0043

                                                F(8,16)            =      4.66

       overall = 0.0181                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0028                                        avg =       6.9

R-sq:  within  = 0.4349                         Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        17

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =       117
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Radical-Right – Extended nations –Broad definition – weighted average EP. 

 

 
 

Radical-Left – Ordinary nations – t-1 EP. 

 

 

                                                                              

         rho    .82978416   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    4.3259695

     sigma_u    9.5513782

                                                                              

       _cons    -1.119683   12.68794    -0.09   0.931    -28.01692    25.77756

   transfers    -.2250012   .1819038    -1.24   0.234    -.6106199    .1606176

    wardummy    -2.507161   1.273817    -1.97   0.067    -5.207532    .1932099

     EmpRate     .2217489   .1836662     1.21   0.245    -.1676061    .6111039

      AsFlow    -.0016982   .3551317    -0.00   0.996    -.7545438    .7511474

     IMratio    -.7430543   .4849142    -1.53   0.145    -1.771027    .2849179

      trend2     -.003086   .0081621    -0.38   0.710    -.0203888    .0142168

       trend      .574808   .3712346     1.55   0.141    -.2121742     1.36179

      EPwavg    -1.114536   .3389434    -3.29   0.005    -1.833064   -.3960083

                                                                              

        VSRR        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 17 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.4895                        Prob > F           =    0.0029

                                                F(8,16)            =      5.04

       overall = 0.0198                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0031                                        avg =       6.9

R-sq:  within  = 0.4392                         Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        17

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =       117

                                                                              

         rho    .88052575   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    2.8302385

     sigma_u    7.6834612

                                                                              

       _cons    -3.662967   12.35179    -0.30   0.771     -30.3474    23.02146

   Transfers      .374839   .2034749     1.84   0.088    -.0647418    .8144198

    Wardummy    -.1414683   .7484535    -0.19   0.853    -1.758404    1.475467

      AsFlow     -.282483   .2784273    -1.01   0.329    -.8839887    .3190227

     ImRatio    -.3892938   .5329434    -0.73   0.478    -1.540648    .7620604

     EmpRate     .0576161   .1770175     0.33   0.750    -.3248068    .4400391

      trend2      .000494    .007973     0.06   0.952    -.0167307    .0177187

       trend     .1352876   .2143343     0.63   0.539    -.3277536    .5983288

          EP     .1111745   .1430817     0.78   0.451    -.1979348    .4202838

                                                                              

        VSLR        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 14 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2608                        Prob > F           =    0.1685

                                                F(8,13)            =      1.79

       overall = 0.1129                                        max =         7

       between = 0.0786                                        avg =       5.4

R-sq:  within  = 0.1635                         Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        14

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =        75
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Radical-Left – Ordinary nations – Straight average EP. 

 

 
 

Radical-Left – Ordinary nations – Weighted average EP. 

 

 

                                                                              

         rho    .88258324   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    2.8197085

     sigma_u    7.7306676

                                                                              

       _cons    -2.595811   9.458071    -0.27   0.788    -23.02873    17.83711

   Transfers     .4226175   .1871575     2.26   0.042     .0182884    .8269467

    Wardummy    -.2786724   .6999031    -0.40   0.697    -1.790721    1.233376

      AsFlow    -.2830681    .295538    -0.96   0.356     -.921539    .3554029

     ImRatio    -.3563679       .573    -0.62   0.545    -1.594259    .8815234

     EmpRate     .0208119   .2061808     0.10   0.921    -.4246147    .4662385

      trend2     .0018612    .008984     0.21   0.839    -.0175475    .0212699

       trend     .1148304   .2380519     0.48   0.638    -.3994494    .6291103

      EPsavg     .2253476   .3996205     0.56   0.582      -.63798    1.088675

                                                                              

        VSLR        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 14 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2828                        Prob > F           =    0.1197

                                                F(8,13)            =      2.05

       overall = 0.1011                                        max =         7

       between = 0.0738                                        avg =       5.4

R-sq:  within  = 0.1697                         Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        14

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =        75

                                                                              

         rho    .88397003   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    2.8139479

     sigma_u     7.766936

                                                                              

       _cons    -3.641993   9.252113    -0.39   0.700    -23.62997    16.34598

   Transfers       .44162   .1685923     2.62   0.021     .0773985    .8058416

    Wardummy    -.1802799   .6925477    -0.26   0.799    -1.676438    1.315878

      AsFlow     -.292267     .29196    -1.00   0.335    -.9230082    .3384743

     ImRatio    -.3618208   .5498175    -0.66   0.522    -1.549629    .8259876

     EmpRate     .0294196   .1848525     0.16   0.876    -.3699299     .428769

      trend2      .002252   .0086951     0.26   0.800    -.0165326    .0210367

       trend     .1020234   .2346761     0.43   0.671    -.4049635    .6090103

      EPwavg     .2686679   .3271057     0.82   0.426     -.438001    .9753367

                                                                              

        VSLR        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 14 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2903                        Prob > F           =    0.0844

                                                F(8,13)            =      2.33

       overall = 0.1006                                        max =         7

       between = 0.0710                                        avg =       5.4

R-sq:  within  = 0.1731                         Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        14

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =        75
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Radical-Left – Extended nations – t-1 EP. 

 

 
 

Radical-Left – Extended nations – Straight average EP. 

 

 

                                                                              

         rho    .83138524   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    2.9800896

     sigma_u    6.6173285

                                                                              

       _cons     9.923669   11.07951     0.90   0.385    -13.69174    33.53908

      AsFlow    -.3462617    .339672    -1.02   0.324    -1.070255     .377732

     ImRatio    -.6349086   .3624352    -1.75   0.100    -1.407421    .1376037

   transfers     .3560103    .152378     2.34   0.034     .0312244    .6807963

    wardummy    -.3913588   .6787488    -0.58   0.573    -1.838078     1.05536

     EmpRate     -.095406   .1591785    -0.60   0.558    -.4346868    .2438748

      trend2     .0061984   .0072987     0.85   0.409    -.0093584    .0217552

       trend     .0589938   .1865888     0.32   0.756    -.3387109    .4566984

          EP    -.2357585   .2425986    -0.97   0.347    -.7528452    .2813281

                                                                              

        VSLR        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 16 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.1828                        Prob > F           =    0.0013

                                                F(8,15)            =      6.19

       overall = 0.2206                                        max =         7

       between = 0.1841                                        avg =       5.5

R-sq:  within  = 0.2890                         Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        16

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =        88

                                                                              

         rho    .83421891   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    3.0177002

     sigma_u    6.7693756

                                                                              

       _cons     8.461313   12.56109     0.67   0.511    -18.31201    35.23463

      AsFlow     -.311992   .3713045    -0.84   0.414    -1.103409    .4794247

     ImRatio    -.6420915   .3934731    -1.63   0.124    -1.480759    .1965765

   transfers     .4170883   .1410811     2.96   0.010     .1163812    .7177955

    wardummy    -.2024064   .6519977    -0.31   0.760    -1.592107    1.187294

     EmpRate     -.096347   .2296189    -0.42   0.681    -.5857681     .393074

      trend2     .0084569   .0080708     1.05   0.311    -.0087457    .0256595

       trend     .0019866   .2007315     0.01   0.992    -.4258623    .4298356

      EPsavg    -.0742707   .4676881    -0.16   0.876    -1.071124    .9225828

                                                                              

        VSLR        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 16 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2295                        Prob > F           =    0.0003

                                                F(8,15)            =      8.00

       overall = 0.1991                                        max =         7

       between = 0.1619                                        avg =       5.5

R-sq:  within  = 0.2709                         Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        16

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =        88
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Radical-Left – Extended nations – Weighted average EP. 

 

                                                                               

         rho    .83222106   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

     sigma_e    3.0118276

     sigma_u    6.7078099

                                                                              

       _cons     8.431138   11.64573     0.72   0.480    -16.39115    33.25342

      AsFlow    -.3079388   .3641092    -0.85   0.411    -1.084019    .4681417

     ImRatio    -.6459463   .3864379    -1.67   0.115    -1.469619    .1777265

   transfers     .3905645   .1421027     2.75   0.015     .0876798    .6934492

    wardummy    -.2524367   .6488788    -0.39   0.703    -1.635489    1.130616

     EmpRate    -.0856751   .2028119    -0.42   0.679    -.5179583    .3466081

      trend2     .0074495   .0076104     0.98   0.343    -.0087718    .0236708

       trend      .024381   .1946583     0.13   0.902    -.3905234    .4392854

      EPwavg    -.1473004   .4502247    -0.33   0.748    -1.106932    .8123308

                                                                              

        VSLR        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                             Robust

                                                                              

                                (Std. Err. adjusted for 16 clusters in Nation)

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2034                        Prob > F           =    0.0004

                                                F(8,15)            =      7.82

       overall = 0.2081                                        max =         7

       between = 0.1691                                        avg =       5.5

R-sq:  within  = 0.2738                         Obs per group: min =         2

Group variable: Nation                          Number of groups   =        16

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =        88


